First among the cardinal virtues, integrity
defeats ill-advised compromise – strengthens
adherence to standards, rules, and principles –
enforces purpose – enhances commitment.
—Jim Thomas, Integrity: The Indispensable Element

Handling Integrity
Issues & Predicaments
AWARENESS • RESOLUTION • PREVENTION

Schedule a workshop
Reap the advantages of this
program for your organization.

Half-Day Training Workshop
Led by Jim Thomas, Integrity Expert

To bring this valuable training workshop
to your organization or business, contact:
PHONE

Jim Thomas
(H) 706.395.6223
(C) 478.290.6217
(O) 478.272.8480

WEB OR
EMAIL

AllianceForIntegrity.com

POSTAL
MAIL

Jim Thomas

Jim@AllianceForIntegrity.com

Alliance for Integrity
P.O. Box 49361
Athens, Georgia 30604

Are you ready to improve your
organization’s level of integrity?
Alliance for Integrity is proud to offer this
important training workshop for professionals,
corporations and organizations designed to
fortify your brand and reputation.

Relevant As Never Before
In today’s lightning-fast, hyper-connected, transparent
world, problems of integrity crop up all the time. They
emerge from all corners, raising choices of critical
import. Whether beneficial or damaging, all choices are
on the record and can affect your reputation and
competitive edge.

The Program
•

•

Review of performance with integrity – its true meaning,
indispensable importance, governing tenets, benefits
and pay-offs.
Utilizes audience participation in assessing “real world”
incidents to determine whether integrity was exercised
or abandoned. Examples of case studies to be
analyzed include:
-

Relationships with third party contractors, vendors,
competitive bidders, government agencies

-

Delivery of products and services – as promised,
when promised, in the manner promised

About Jim Thomas
Jim Thomas is the founder of Alliance for Integrity,
whose mission is encouragement of greater
performance with integrity –
in professional, corporate, and
business life. He was educated at the
University of Georgia, Emory Law
School, and Harvard University. He is a
recognized expert on integrity, a
contributor to numerous publications
including Fortune Magazine and author
of two informative books: Individual

-

Conflicts of interest

Integrity (1984) and Integrity: The

-

Staff and employee accountability

Indispensable Element (2009).

-

Omitted information in reports, studies, advertising

Jim Thomas has presented at more than 65 colleges

• Addresses the difference between wise and poor
integrity choices – and their consequences.

and universities, professional associations and
societies, and civic clubs.

“We were impressed with your straight forward message on integrity,
a foundation of society. It was not only timely but timeless.”
— James C. McDougall, Bank Official, Atlanta, GA and Officer Vinings Rotary Club

